
A little science, 
a lot of fun 
Lie on a bed of nails at Discovery Place, 
where the Cool Stuff never rests. 

From the way he throws off his shoes and hops onto the 
bed of nails, you'd think Charlie Shaw was simply an 
eager visitor to Discovery Place - not someone who has 
been conceiving and building science exhibits for two 
decades. 

He stretches out on the clear plastic pad and pushes a 
red button. Hundreds of nails rise from below and carry 
him aloft. Behold: No cries of pain, no spurts of blood. 

Shaw, who helped create this and the rest of the new 
"Cool Stuff" show, isn't worried about whether anyone 
walks away with the scientific principle at work. He 
mainly wants visitors to lie on the nails and live to tell 
about it - like the families who put photos from their 
science-center trips online. 

"The things that people take pictures of and post on 
Flickr - those are the ones that you know are successful," Shaw says. That leads to his credo: 

"What you take away from Discovery Place is not answers. What you take away is interest." 

Shaw could also be describing himself. As a second-grader, he recalls, he built his first crystal radio. He went on to 
take electronics classes at the science center in his hometown of St. Petersburg, Fla. He had a knack for electronics. 
But he drifted away from that as he found other skills. When he was around 11, he learned welding from neighbors 
who let him help them build dune buggies. He picked up woodworking, too. 

After graduating from high school, Shaw opened a cabinetry shop to support himself. A few years later, he was hired 
to build the display cases for an exhibit about technology. "All of a sudden," he says, "I was back in the field of 
electronics." 

He's still there. For more than 20 years, Shaw's company - still based in St. Petersburg - has crafted hands-on 
exhibits for science centers. 

"The time I spent in the science center in the fourth or fifth grade put me on the way to the work I'm in now," Shaw 
says. "Who could've known that?" 

His boyhood enthusiasm is evidently still with him - with a boost from watching present-day youngsters react to his 
creations. At Discovery Place, he shows off an exhibit that uses a rope tug-of-war to teach about leverage. When 
classes have come to see versions of it at other centers, Shaw says, he likes to arrange it so the boys are on one 



side, the girls on the other. What they can't see right off is that the rope on one side - where he puts the girls - has 
more leverage. The outcome is always the same. 

"When the boys lose, they want to know why," Shaw says, laughing. "And that one won't wait. You have to explain 
that right now." 

Like the tug-of-war and bed of nails, most of the exhibits in "Cool Stuff" give the visitors an active role - putting the 
wonders of science right in their hands. To show the power of air pressure, tugging on a rope lifts a bowling ball in a 
tube. When the ball falls, the air blasts into an adjacent tube and sends a tennis ball crashing into the ceiling. 

Shaw delights in the explanation he heard when some children saw the contraption in his Florida workshop. The 
youngster who caught on first spelled out the process for the others: 

"She said, 'The air on that side is smushin', and the air on this side is pushin','" Shaw says. "That's exactly right. 
That's from the mouth of a 10- or 11-year-old." 
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